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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of a body of recent, original literature for the 

American wind band can be credited to several sources: Edwin Franko 

Goldman, his son Richard Franko Goldman, and the Goldman band of 1918- 

1979; the founding of the College Band Director's National Association 

by William D. Revelli in 1942; Frederick Fennell and the formation of 

the Eastman Wind Ensemble in 1952; and numerous commissions by profes- 

sional music organizations, colleges and high schools. 

The core repertoire of the Gilmore, Sousa, and Innes wind bands 

which were active in America during the late nineteenth and early twen- 

tieth centuries, was newly composed marches and transcribed or arranged 

light vocal and instrumental music of the nineteenth century. As a 

reaction against the transcribed and arranged selections, Edwin F. 

Goldman sought American and foreign composers for contributions of 

original repertoire of high artistic merit for his concert band. His 

son, Richard F. Goldman, increased the band's repertoire by resurrecting 

several forgotten original band works, specifically ones of the French 

Revolution period. With arrangers Roger Smith and Robert Leist, Richard 

Goldman made editions of works by Gossec, Catel, Mehul, and L. Jadin for 

the Goldman band under his directorship from 1937 -79. These editions, 

however, sometimes included required or ad libitum parts for 

i 
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non -original wind instruments (i.e. euphonium, and saxophones), altered 

harmonies, deleted measures or sections, or were based on secondary 

arrangements made by other arrangers. 

With his formation of the Eastman Wind Ensemble in September of 

1952, Frederick Fennell approached the concept of wind band repertoire 

from an historical perspective. He felt that original literature for 

wind ensembles of various instrumentation and function had already been 

written, and that this wealth of literature was being overlooked by 

contemporary band directors. Fennell called for a revival of authentic 

editions, rich in heritage, with appropriate performances of this liter- 

ature alongside contemporary wind band repertoire of merit. The search 

for original literature included examination of early editions, as well 

as recent band arrangements of compositions for Harmoniemusik, court 

ensembles, and tower music. Scholarly research has necessitated a 

re- editing of some band arrangements to conform more closely with the 

composers' original intentions, and has even uncovererd manuscripts or 

editions previously lost or forgotten. Two examples of recently re- 

leased authentic wind band editions are the Holst Second Suite for Band 

in F, Op. 28a and the Mendelssohn Overture for Band, Op. 24. 

Two general texts on wind band history and development were 

written by Fennell and R. F. Goldman. While the Fennell history Time 

and the Winds (1954) covers general historic and artistic developments 

of the wind ensemble from the Baroque era to 1960, Richard Goldman's 

history The Wind Band (1961) traces the changes of the American wind 

band from Revolutionary times to 1960. A definitive nine -volume series 

by band historian David Whitwell, The History and Literature of the Wind 
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Band and Wind Ensemble (1979 -83), follows the development of wind 

ensembles from ancient times to the present. The military function of 

bands during foreign and American revolutionary times has been examined 

by many, including: Camus, Farmer, Kappey, Kastner, Miller, Neukomm, 

Perrin, Rousseau, and Whitwell. 

Due to its size and instrumentation, it is the Band of the 

Guarde Republicaine, rooted in the upheaval of the French Revolution and 

directed by Sarrette and later Gossec, that is most often cited as the 

foundation of the modern day concert band. Several authors (Dudley, 

George, Intravaia, MacDonald, Swanzy) have examined this French band, 

its conductors, composers, and their music of the French Revolution 

period. Through this literature, a conductor may establish an aesthetic 

awareness of the music of that time and formulate an appropriate 

performance practice. 

The purpose of this study is to develop a contemporary perfor- 

mance practice and an edition that is consistent with historical prac- 

tice for wind band music of the French Revolution. In particular, a 

comparison will be made between American editions and the first French 

editions of Ouverture (1795) by Hyacinthe Jadin (1769 -1802) and 

Ouverture (1793) by Étienne -Nicholas Méhul (1763- 1817). Both the Jadin 

and Méhul overtures were first published by the Magasin de Musique as 

Issue 13 and Issue 3, Nr. 1, respectively. Copies are housed in the 

Bibliothéque Nationale (Paris). Call numbers of the works are: Jadin - 

Musique Nationale H2.47; and Méhul - Musique Nationale H2.3,1. The 

American editions to be used for comparison were published by Franco 
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Columbo Music for the Jadin overture and Southern Music of New York for 

the Méhul. This study will address the following points: 

1) Was there a standard size and instrumentation of the Garde 
Republicaine Band of the French Revolution? 

2) What was the musical function of the original instruments in 
the republican compositions? 

3) Was instrumentation and balance altered when the performance 
function (i.e. ceremonial, military, etc.) of the ensemble 
changed? 

4) What editorial changes were made in American editions of the 
republican compositions, published during the first half of 
the twentieth century? 

5) Was the musical function or balance of the instrumentation 
changed in the American editions? 

6) In a contemporary edition of musique d'harmonie, what 
performance practices should be followed to adhere to a more 
historical practice of the music of that time? 

A full (concert pitch) score in F will be assembled from First 

Edition parts of Hyacinthe Jadin's Ouverture for wind instruments and 

listed as Appendix C. This score will serve as the basis of a contem- 

porary edition made by this author, observing historical balance and 

performance practices while using a contemporary wind band in a public 

performance of the edition. 



CHAPTER II 

THE GARDE REPUBLICAINE BAND OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 

The political upheaval of the French Revolution was possibly 

history's greatest influence on changes for the wind band. The forma- 

tion of the Third Estate (representing the citizens of France) and their 

need for self protection and participation in political matters culmi- 

nated in events that would later require recognition in festivals and 

celebrations supported with instrumental music and song. The grandiose 

nature of the festivals could only be accomplished outdoors where the 

masses could join together in jubilation. 

Bands Before the Revolution 

On the day the Bastille fell (14 July 1789) the word 'band' in 

France meant the eight to twelve member ensemble familiar to military 

music in England, Austria, Prussia and America.1 These military bands 

used the same instrumentation as the aristocratic harmoniemusik ensem- 

bles of two horns, two bassoons, and two clarinets or oboes or both. 

Variations on this scheme occurred as early as 1762 when Marshal Biron 

persuaded Louis XV to authorize army bands of 16 men at public expense. 

However, this was merely the doubling of an octet with four rather than 

1David Whitwell, Band Music of the French Revolution (Tutzing: 
Schneider, 1979), p. 16. 

5 
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two each of flute, oboe, clarinet, and bassoon.2 By 1788 the French 

Guard band had increased to 24 members, most likely by adding yet 

another octet.3 In 1762 the Royal Artillery Band of Germany was founded 

with two trumpets, two horns, two bassoons, and four "hautbois or 

clarinets" which were capable of playing strings or flute.4 Also 

started in 1762, the Royal Artillery Band of England used eight mem- 

bers,5 expanding its size slighty by 1795 when it used a flute, 4 or 5 

clarinets, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, a trumpet, 2 serpents, and 2 

drummers.6 Frederick the Great of Prussia set instrumentation for the 

Prussian regimental bands at an octet of oboes, clarinets, horns, and 

bassoons in 1763.7 Flutes, trumpets, and drums could be added to any of 

these regimental bands. 

American regimental bands modeled themselves after European 

examples that appeared during the American Revolution. When the United 

States Marine band was founded in 1798 its original instrumentation 

included two oboes, two clarinets, two horns, two bassoons, and a drum. 

It was not until 1860 that authorization came to increase the band's 

size to thirty, and then again to sixty in 1899.8 

2Richard F. Goldman, The Concert Band (New York: Rinehart, 
1946), p. 33. 

3Henry G. Farmer, Military Music (New York: Chanticleer Press, 
1950). p. 29. 

4Ib id., p. 22. 5Goldman, p. 33. 6Farmer, p. 25. 

7Richard F. Goldman, The Wind Band (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 
1962; reprint ed., Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1974), p. 
24. 

8Ib id., p. 38. 
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Another influence on military bands of this period was the 

"Turkish" instruments. The gift of a complete Janissary band to 

Augustus II of Poland in 1720 started a trend which quickly spread and 

was reflected in the literature, costume, art, and music of the time. 

While kettledrums were known in Europe since the Crusades, the use of a 

smaller, singular drum on horseback was incorporated by the cavalry. 

Cymbals, large tambourines, a horizontally mounted bass drum, triangles, 

and the "Jingling Johnnie" added new sounds and rhythms to the tradi- 

tional hautboy band. Negroes were imported by some countries to assure 

an authentic performance on the instruments.9 By 1770 almost every 

European army had introduced Janissary instruments to their military 

units,10 yet by 1820 that movement had completely disappeared.11 Its 

instrumental influence, however, has remained with orchestras and bands 

ever since. 

Bernard Sarrette Becomes A Leader 

Due to the break down in bureaucracy during the first year of 

the revolution, documentation of the Garde band's transformation from 

8 -12 members to forty -five in 1790 is non -existent. Newspaper accounts 

of ceremonies speak of the singing of a "Te Deum" and the presence of 

"military music" through August 1789; "military music" referring to the 

9Raoul F. Camus, Military Music of the American Revolution 
(Chapel Hill, North Carolina: University Press, 1976), pp. 35-38. 

10Henry G. Farmer, Handel's Kettledrums (London: Hinrichsen, 
1965), p. 44. 

11Camus, pp. 35-38. 
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twelve member band.12 When Bernard Sarrette became a captain in the 

National Guard on 1 September 1789 he was given responsibility of a 

musical unit, as were most officers. Pay for these military musicians 

was assumed by the officers in American and English armies. Having his 

forty -five musicians perform at all civic festivals and demonstra- 

tions13 was quite a burden for Sarrette with his pay of only 2,800 

livres.14 Sarrette's success may be measured by the fact that when the 

City of Paris formed a central, paid music corps for the first time in 

the Fall of 1790 he was selected to be the chief administrator.'S The 

City of Paris also enlarged the band's membership to seventy and pro- 

vided it with a home. Collaborating with Sarrette was Gossec as musical 

director and the seventeen year old Catel, a student of Gossec's, as 

assistant director. The duties of these two composers included the 

writing of special band music and the actual conducting of the band, 

while Sarrette's function was mainly administrative.16 

New Concepts in Performance 
by the National Guard Band 

New concepts in performance practice were initiated by the Pari- 

sian Guard band that would fundamentally change all wind bands. It was 

firstly a large band of at least forty -five members during a decade when 

military bands elsewhere numbered twelve members. The reason for such 

12Whitwell, p. 16. 

13Boris Schwarz, "French Instrumental Music Between The Revo- 
lutions (1789- 1830)" (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1950), p. 

13. 

14Whitwell, p. 17. 15Ibid. 16Schwarz, p. 13. 
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an increase was more functional than aesthetic, and may be attributed to 

the band's purpose of performing outdoors to huge crowds. A second new 

concept of lasting importance was the acceptance of the clarinet as the 

fundamental melodic instrument in place of the oboe. Closely related, 

but of independent significance was the idea of using several players on 

each clarinet part, and although this idea was most likely an immitation 

of the orchestra its influence on later bands was unmistakable. 

These above mentioned concepts were influenced initially by 

political as well as functional and contemporary reasons. The larger 

size of the "popular" wind band could be appreciated in its contrast 

with the familiar aristocratic wind bands of eight to twelve members. 

The contrast of sound between the royal Les Grands Hautbois and a band 

centered around many clarinets was even more evident. Considering that 

Les Grands Hautbois was a symbol of the king, one can understand the 

Third Estate's rejection of this group and its sound.17 Camus18 and 

Whitwell19 have explained thoroughly the similar yet different 

'doubling' function of instrumentation used in harmoniemusik, 

regimental, and civic bands. The standard instrumentation concepts of 

the Parisian Guard Band surely gave it a civic rather than regimental 

function. Even as late as 1795, if the band were to function militarily 

17David Whitwell, A Concise History of the Wind Band (North- 
ridge, California: Wind Instruments New Dawn Society, 1985) , p. 185. 

18Camus, Military Music. 

19Whitwell, Concise History. 
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its instrumetation would be altered (1 flute, 6 clarinets, 3 bassoons, 1 

trumpet, 2 horns, 1 serpent, bass drum and cymbals) for practical 

reasons.20 

Formation of the Parisian National Guard Band 

During the first year following the storming of the Bastille, 

extraordinary changes were made in French society. The National 

Assembly abolished feudal privileges, secularized the Church, reorgan- 

ized the domestic bureaucracy, and passed a Declaration of Rights of Man 

which began, "Men are born and remain free and equal in rights. 21 

The changes were so extensive many felt the revolution was over; proving 

to be a premature and tragic misconception. To celebrate the first 

anniversary of the fall of the Bastille, the National Assembly planned a 

great public celebration at the Champ de Mars, a smooth green in front 

of the old Ecole Militaire, where students carried out military exer- 

cises. An amphitheater was created capable of holding 400,000 persons 

and Gossec was asked to compose a national piece for the celebration. 

He used a setting of plain chant, much in unison, for creation of a Te 

Deum; despite cries of disfavor from many who felt a te deum was not a 

piece for celebration purposes. The instrumentation included pairs of 

parts for standard winds, drums and even violas. A 'tonnerre' drum 

('thunder' drum) was even borrowed from the opera for the occasion. An 

official account reported that the force of musicians performing the 

20Farmer, Military Music, p. 39. 

21Whitwell, Concise History, p. 186. 
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work was unhearalded in modern history: 300 drums, 300 wind instruments 

and 50 serpents. The newspaper Moniteur (23 July 1790) wrote that there 

were 1,200 musicians to the right of the altar. 

The success of this civic celebration, supported by "military" 

bands with music, convinced the government to permanently support a cen- 

tral military band. By 1 October 1790 the Commune of the City of Paris 

had established a paid music corps of the National Guard, relieving 

Sarrette of his financial burden for the group. A residence was rented 

and three levels of rank and corresponding pay were set.22 

Free School of Music 

On 13 October 1791 the band of the National Guard performed for 

the celebration of the acceptance of the constitution. There was a 

bitter suprise the next day when orders were given for a reorganization 

of the National Guard with no provision for support of the band.23 

Moving quickly to establish a foundation for financial support of the 

band itself, a memorandum was submitted to the town council on 17 Octo- 

ber 1791 calling for establishment of a conservatory, a "military music 

academy," to train troops of the line. A strong statement of support 

was added by the Chronique de Paris, as well as by Charles Villette, the 

nephew to Voltaire.24 When the town council only agreed to consider 

the matter, Sarrette tried to add pressure by submitting his resignation 

and requesting his pension. The council countered with a 

22Ibid., (Tutzing: Schneider, 1979), pp. 22 -23. 

23Ibid, p. 39. 24Ibid,. 
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bureaucratic response of "misplacing" his resignation papers for two 

years. In the mean time, the band continued to function without pay 

performing at two more fétes and a public concert. Finally on 8 June 

1792 the General Council prepared the order for creation of a free 

school of the Parisian National Guard.25 

The music corps agreed to train 120 pupils who were sons of 

citizens serving in the the sixty military battalions of the National 

Guard. The pupils admitted were between ten and sixteen years of age 

for those who had not received any musical training, and between eight 

and twenty years of age for those who already were musicians.26 Al- 

though the documentation of original faculty has been lost, we do know 

that the original 45 members of the Guard increased to 78 in 1790, then 

decreased to 54 in 1792. The decrease in 1792 was probably due to some 

of the band members being sent to the front in the wars with Prussia and 

Austria.27 

The National Institute of Music 

By November 1793 Sarrette had decided that the long range for- 

tune of his bandsmen lay in an association with the national government 

and not with the civic establishment. In a dramatic step Sarrette took 

the entire band into Convention Hall on 8 November 1793 to appeal for 

the establishment of a National Institute of Music. An introductory 

speech made by the municipal deputy praised the musicians and their 

support of the Republic. The band followed the speech with a 'warlike' 

25Ibid, p. 40. 26lbid. 27Ibid, p. 41. 
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march and then the major address was made by Sarrette. He stated that 

musicians had two primary functions: 1) the operation of a music school 

and 2) performances in public festivals; for which he projected three to 

four hundred musicians from the music school could be available for the 

republican festivals.28 

Even though most of the representatives expressed their present 

support for the band's contributions to the Revolution, Sarrette's 

speech was followed with one by the President and another by Chénier, 

the librettist for several of Gossec's compositions. Chénier closed his 

presentation with a motion to support Sarrette's request for a National 

Institute, which was immediately adopted,29 but the City of Paris 

continued to handle the musician's pay until March of 1794 when the 

Committee on Public Instruction authorized the state to assume this 

duty.30 On 3 August 1795 the Conservatory of Music was established and 

classes opened in October of 1796.31 

28Ibid, pp. 58-59. 29lbid, p. 60. 30Schwarz, p. 13. 

31David P. Swanzy, "The Wind Ensemble And Its Music During the 
French Revolution (1789 -1795)" (Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan State 
University, 1966), p. 78. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MUSIC OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 

There are three main extant collections and three major con- 

temporary works that deal with wind band music from the period of the 

French Revolution. 

Historic Collections 

On 10 January 1794 Sarrette presented a plan to the Committee of 

Public Instruction concerning state subsidy for publishing selected 

music of the national holidays. The association would be called the 

Magasin and produce music scores for the decadal (ten day) and national 

festivals, distributed in a monthly serial. Before support by the 

state, merchants were paying composers two or three hundred livres for 

manuscripts from which the merchants realized as much as forty or fifty 

thousand.' By receiving government approval to be the only distributors 

of their music the composers hoped to gain control and profit from their 

labors; the association serving as a sort of early ASCAP.2 

' Swanzy, p. 79. 

2Whitwell, French Revolution, p. 39. 
Musique à l'usage des fetes nationales may be abbreviated to MFN 

in future references. 

14 
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After agreeing that the proposal would improve public spirit and 

offer a means of strengthening the moral effect of civic festivals, the 

committee decreed that 550 copies of the proposed serial would be pro- 

vided to the government for a sum of 33,000 livres. The new publica- 

tion, Musique a l'usage des fetes nationales, published its first issue 

on 9 April 1794.3 Twelve initial volumes with as many as eight 

compositions per volume were produced containing music by Catel, 

Cherubini, Gossec, Lesueur, Méhul and others. The only complete set of 

the twelve issues is in the library of the Conservatoire in Paris, and 

is the only known source for much of this music.4 This led in turn to 

the Committee of Public Safety extending the idea in an attempt to use 

the publication for propaganda purposes. Thus, in the coming months it 

would frequently subsidize the Association for the publication of 

thousands of additional copies of hymns for distribution throughout 

Paris.5 

Francois de Neufchateau organized the Collection Epoques, and 

readied it for distribution on 13 June 1799. His idea was to make 

available some of the older works which did not appear in the Magasin de 

musique as well as some recent works, in an instrumentation more 

suitable for use in smaller towns. The collection was never published 

and today only a proof sheet exists in the National Library.6 

3Ib id. 4Swanzy, p. 79. 

5Whitwell, French Revolution, pp. 39 -40. 

6Ib id., p. 104. 
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Constant Pierre, a noted historian of the nineteenth century, 

devoted most of his life to the music of the Revolution. He collected 

surviving materials in Paris, catalogued libraries throughout Europe, 

made full scores for the purpose of making piano arrangements that he 

could study, and then published two massive books: Les Hymnes et 

Chansons de la Révolution and Musique des Fates et Cérémonies de la 

Révolution Francjaise.7 Although his publications are not without 

errors, they stand as the only major available source besides the 

Musique á l'usage des fates nationales. 

Contemporary Sources 

Three contemporary sources have examined and catalogued the ex- 

tant wind band works of the French Revolution and deserve special note. 

"The Wind Ensemble And Its Music During The French Revolution (1789- 

1795)" ( PH.D. dissertation, Michigan State University, 1966) by David 

P. Swanzy is an historical study concerning the events and activities 

from the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries that set the stage 

for the wind band that emerged during the French Revolution. He also 

traced the development of the band of the Garde Republicaine from its 

inception to the establishment of the French Conservatoire. Included 

also is an examination of the compositional qualities of ten represen- 

tative works from that era. "Orchestration In The 'Musique D'Harmonie' 

Of The French Revolution" (PH.D dissertation, University of California, 

1968) by Walter S. Dudley, examines in great detail the orchestrational 

7lbid. , p. 8. 
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aspects of the wind band and its music at that time. Questions about 

instrument quality, range, importance in function (i.e. primary, secon- 

dary, supporting) and use are based on the study of eleven overtures and 

symphonies of the twelve monthly volumes of the Musique á l'usage des 

fates nationales. David Whitwell has authored a definitive book, Band 

Music of the French Revolution (Tutzing: Schneider, 1979) that confirms 

Swanzy's research and contains a second part which recatalogues all ex- 

tant revolutionary wind band music. This is the most concise listing of 

works for the wind band of this period and is designed to aid the con- 

ductor/performer in locating and evaluating the quality of the composi- 

tions. These three sources are corner stones for present day research. 

Instrumentation and Balance 

From the viewpoint of performing historical works, several musi- 

cal items must be researched: 1) Style of execution, which already has 

several authoritative sources on the matter, is a broad and conclusive 

area that will not be examined in detail in this paper but should be 

studied. 2) Instrumentation of that period, the construction quality of 

the instruments, range, intonation, key mechanisms, alternate fingering 

combinations, and general ability level of the performers has been 

thoroughly reviewed by Dudley and is an excellent source to base further 

studies. 3) Another consideration important for proper performance 

practice is that of balance. By examining Whitwell's catalogue of works 

from this period instrumentation is readily known, but instrumental 

balance must be researched from other sources. 
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There are extant records from the French government of copyists' 

orders for new or extra Republican wind band parts. These requests are 

helpful in confirming instrumentation and to some extent the balance. 

However, the need to create extra parts may have been for replacement of 

lost music, and does not show if other parts already existed. Another 

clue for balance lies in the lists of faculty hired by musical institu- 

tions established for the instruction of performers. Logic would 

suggest that teacher to student ratios would be fairly consistent for 

instructional purposes and that examination of the teacher ratio per 

instrument would reveal a preferred instrumentation ratio for the per- 

forming groups. Payroll and employment records of the institutions have 

not survived from the formative days but do remain from later years. 

Records show that some faculty doubled in secondary areas of instruc- 

tion, affecting the instrumental instruction time of the teacher /student 

ratio supposed above. First hand accounts of the performances by news- 

papers, citizens, and governmental officials could be considered another 

source of reporting balance if the reports can be assumed to be accu- 

rate. Most of these reports are of a general nature and often do not 

connect the number of performers to any particular composition, yet 

enough information can be synthesized to get a reasonably accurate con- 

cept of instrumentation that will benefit a proper performance of these 

historic works. 

In examining wind band music composed in France from 1789 -1795 

it is helpful to divide its production into four chronological periods. 

First is the initial public ceremony of 14 July 1790 with its far- reach- 

ing public and musical impact. Next came the politicalization of music; 
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a period in which the band was used to promote government ideology to 

the public. The third period, known as "The Terror ", used the band to 

celebrate the new state religion called "Reason." During the fourth 

period, representing the final years of the revolution, state ceremonies 

became civic in the broadest sense. It was also during this last period 

when Napoleon arrived in Paris and began the return of France to 

aristocratic government.8 

The Festival of the Federation 

On the anniversary of the fall of the Bastille, 14 July 1790, 

there occured the first of what would become a series of great national 

fetes in Paris. Joseph Gossec, age 56, a respected composer at the 

height of his career, was selected to compose a Te Deum for the 

ceremony. Gossec planned a performance of his piece by massed forces to 

help counteract public dislike for a to deum for the celebration. An 

official account says the performance was done with 300 drums, 300 wind 

instruments, and 50 serpents. A newspaper, the Moniteur (23 July 1790), 

wrote that there were 1,200 musicians to the right of the alter.9 

Aside from the numbers of players, the instrumentation itself 

was large and set a new standard for the period. It was composed for 

two each of "petite" flutes, oboes, clarinets, trumpets, horns, violas, 

bassoons, serpents, three trombones, timpani, bass drum, "tonnerre," 

8David Whitwell, History and Literature of the Wind Band and 
Wind Ensemble; vol. 4: Wind Band of the Classic Period (Northridge, 
California: Wind Instruments New Dawn Society, 1984), p. 152. 

9Whitwell, French Revolution, p. 22. 
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snare drum, and cymbals. The violas primarily doubled existing parts 

and surely reflected Gossec's lack of confidence in the medium as they 

did not appear again in the revolutionary band repertoire. The "ton- 

nerre" (thunder) was a large bass drum with which Gossec was acquainted 

from his work in the Opera,10 and does not appear again in wind band 

compositions. 

The "petite" flute became the second most important upper wind 

instrument in the musique d'harmonie, and appears in all eleven 

overtures and symphonies examined by Dudley. Its major significance 

laid in the carrying power of its tone, an invaluable attribute in a 

repertory which was almost always performed outdoors. It usually 

doubled the melody one or two octaves higher, becoming an indispensable 

partner of the clarinet.11 The "grandes" flute, although more popular 

than the piccolo in orchestral repertoire, has one partial (one movement 

only) and three complete parts in the overtures and symphonies of 

Musique à l'usage des fates nationales. 

The 'thunder' drum was incorporated by Gossecc for special ef- 

fect, as was the tam -tam in his Marche lugubre written for the memor- 

ial funeral service for the victims of the "Nancy Affair." The regimen- 

tal bands of the period used the "Turkish" instruments regularly, but 

otherwise appeared only on the marches and one large wind work (Catel's 

Symphonie) of the MFN. Three of the overtures and symphonies have 

10 Ibid. 

11Walter Sherwood Dudley Jr. "Orchestration In The 'Musique 
D'Harmonie' Of The French Revolution" (PH.D dissertation, University of 
California, 1968) , p. 39. 
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no percussion parts and the rest use only timpani.12 When the Insti- 

tute was reorganized into the Conservatory in 1795, a performing ensem- 

ble of 115 musicians was specified, ten of whom were to be percussion- 

ists: "2 timbaliers, 2 cymbaliers, 2 tambours turcs, 2 triangles, 2 

grosse caisses. "13 

Gossec's use of three trombones in his Te Deum is most unusual 

for musique d'harmonie. Only two overtures in MFN contain parts for 

alto and tenor trombone, and nine of the eleven overtures and symphonies 

contain bass trombone parts. Gossec's Symphonie Militaire is one of the 

two selections without trombones. While bass trombone is scored 

regularly in MFN, it is likely that alto and tenor instruments were left 

out because of availability. It is also likely that the alto and tenor 

merely doubled the bass trombone part when present, and even the bass 

instrument could have doubled the serpent part when a separate trombone 

part did not exist.14 Why then did Gossec write for three -part trombone 

in his Te Deum? Possibly because of the trombone's long history of 

support in sacred music, Gossec found it appropriate to include these 

instruments in his Te Deum for wind band. 

The Ceremony for Voltaire 

With the ceremony for the transfer of the remains of Voltaire to 

the Pantheon, the wind band music of the revolution entered a new phase. 

p. 181. 

12Dudley, p. 103. 

13Constant Pierre, B. Sarrette (Paris: Delalain Freres, 1895), 

14Dudley, pp. 96-98. 
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For the next few years the ceremonies, including the use of music, would 

be carefully staged efforts at mass political indoctrination. The 

French turned to the Hebrews, Greeks and Romans as their examples to in- 

corporate music with religious dogma or civic duty.'S The carefully 

planned parade supported the theme "to emulate the pomp and grandeur of 

the Greek apotheosis and the Roman consecrations. "16 Based on draw- 

ings by the French artist David, instrument builders constructed two new 

instruments for the French band. In the autograph score they are called 

"petites et grandes trompes antiques," but they soon became known as the 

buccin and tuba curva. They were used in Gossec's Patriotic Chorus and 

appeared in the parade according to newspaper reports.17 These special 

effect instruments were used occasionally in future compositions, 

falling into complete disuse shortly after this Republican period. 

Faculty Lists of The Free School of Music 

With many of the original documents of the period burned, it is 

impossible to establish the original faculty of the Free School of Music 

of the Parisian National Guard. An extensive payroll memorandum, dated 

1 November 1793, survived. (See Appendix A.) A partial list of avail- 

able instruments can be extracted from this payroll listing: three 

flutes, eleven clarinets, seven bassoons, seven horns, three trumpets, 

one trombone, two serpents, and one timpani. It was on 20 November 1793 

that the annual public concert was presented by Sarrette and the music 

15Whitwell, French Revolution, p. 27. 

16Ib id., p. 30. 17Ib id., p. 32. 
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school. During this concert Sarrette made a (second) plea for his Na- 

tional Institute. Possibly to appease Sarrette and to buy more time in 

their decision making, the Committee of Public Instruction added thir- 

teen artists to the music school faculty on a provisional basis on the 

day following the concert.18 This increased the instrumentation of the 

faculty by two composers, three violin, one cello, one oboe, three 

bassoons, one horn, one trombone, and one bassoon /serpent. (See Appen- 

dix A.) Thus, by the end of 1794, the instrumental faculty distribution 

was: three flutes, eleven clarinets, ten bassoons, eight horns, three 

trumpets, two trombones, two serpents, one serpent /bassoon, and one tim- 

pani. Except for a heaviness in the horn category, this balance of in- 

struments will be seen again. 

The Reign of Terror - Documented Parts 

For the fifth anniversary celebration of the Fall of the Bas- 

tille, held in the Tuileries, the band performed ten selections, two of 

which were lost and one was the standard Marseillaise. There is ex- 

tant one document, a bill by the Opera copyist Lefevre, for the copying 

of parts for Catel's Battle of Fleurus performed that evening.19 For 

the celebration of the fall of the monarchy on 10 August 1793, the same 

composition by Catel was performed. A copyist's note listed the same 

choral forces as those on July 14th, but it showed a somewhat larger 

band.20 Table 1 below compares copyist's parts for both performances. 

18Ibid. 
, p. 64. 19Ib id., p. 79. 20Ibid., p. 80. 
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Table 1 

Two Performances of Catel's Battle of Fleurus 

Chorus: haute -contre 
alto 
bass 

Band: flute (1st and 2nd) 

7/14 8/10 
15 

15 

20 
6 

15 

15 
20 
8 

clarinet (1st and 2nd) 8 14 
horn (1st and 2nd) 6 6 

trumpet (1st and 2nd) 4 4 
trombone (3 parts) 3 4 
bassoon (1st and 2nd) 8 8 

serpent 10 8 

string bass 6 10 
timpani 6 2 

bass drum and cymbal 6 2 

Another clue to the true size, and consequently instrumentation 

and balance, is in a copyist's note for a work which received its pre- 

mier performance that day. The work was Méhul' s Hymn of Victories. 

Although the original parts were lost, and the copyist did not indicate 

the division between first and second parts, the balance is so similar 

to the Catel Battle that division of parts may be assumed. The parts 

copied for this performance were:21 

Table 2 

Hymn of Victories - Méhul 

flute 6 

clarinet 14 
horn 6 

trumpet 4 
trombone 3 

bassoon 8 

serpent 6 

string bass 6 

buccin, large drum, cymbal 

21Ibid. 
, p. 81. 
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Of particular note in instrumentation for these two compositions 

are the following points: 1) the predominance of clarinets, 2) lighter 

support by upper woodwinds, 3) moderate support by horns, and lighter 

support by trumpets, 4) the heavy bass line, including bassoon, serpent, 

and contrabass, with 5) moderate support by trombones. The inclusion of 

percussion besides timpani is avant garde for most musique d'harmonie, 

as well as Méhul's rare request for a buccin. The use of wind instru- 

ments in these pieces strongly supports Dudley's findings. 

After the Reign of Terror - Documented Parts 

The Festival of the Fifth Sans- culottide was held primarily 

because it was one of those ' extra days' in the new calendar on which 

national festivals were supposed to be held. A ceremony was held 

through which the remains of Marat were moved to the Pantheon and those 

of Mirabeau were removed as well. Gossec's Hymn of Liberty was 

performed that day, along with Cherubini's new composition Hymn to the 

Panthéon. Copyist's information indicating the band size used for the 

ceremony is listed below.22 

It is impossible to know if Gossec intended to use a smaller 

group than Cherubini, or if these were only extra parts and the band was 

more the size of Cherubini's request. Whitwell's own catalogue23 

indicates that the Hymn of Liberty does have 1st and 2nd trumpet parts 

as well as three -part trombone parts. The performance group was most 

likely the one capable of handling the Cherubini Hymn to the Panthéon. 

22Ib id., p. 84. 231bid. 
, p. 160. 
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Festival of 

Hymn of Liberty 

Table 3 

the Fifth Sans -culottide 

Hymn to the Pantheon 
1st clarinet 6 1st clarinet 8 

2nd clarinet 7 2nd clarinet 8 

1st flute 2 1st flute 3 

2nd flute 2 2nd flute 3 

1st horn 2 1st horn 4 
2nd horn 2 2nd horn 4 
1st bassoon 2 1st bassoon 4 
2nd bassoon 2 2nd bassoon 4 

serpent 2 serpent 4 

trumpet 2 1st trumpet 2 

timpani 1 2nd trumpet 2 

trombone 3 

contrebasse 12 

tuba curva 1 

buc c in 1 

timpani 1 

bass drum 2 

cymbal 2 

On 7 November 1794, the music school gave its annual concert in 

the Feydeau Theater. Copyists' invoices listed the instrumentation pre- 

sumably used for three band works. The compositions were Scene Patrio- 

tique by Lesueur, and Ouverture and Patriotic Ode by Catel. Scene 

Patriotique and Ouverture were newly composed for this concert.24 

(Table 4.) 

A final copyist's memorandum exists for the anniversary of the 

death of Louis XVI. Compositions by Lefevre and Feray were both newly 

composed for the occasion and the Lefevre selection used voice and full 

band while the Feray piece was for voice and a harmoniemusik type 

ensemble. 25 (Table 5.) 

241bid. 
, p. 86. 25Ibid. 

, p. 87. 
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Annual 
Table 4 

Free School of Music Concert 

Scene Ouverture26 

- 1794 

Ode 
clarinet 20 7/7 6 

piccolo - 2/2 - 

flute 4 2/2 2 

oboe 4 - - 
bassoon 6* 4/4 6 

horn 12 3/3 4 

trumpet 4 1/1 2 

trombone 3 1 /1 /1 3 

serpent 3 4 3 

tuba curva 1 - - 

timpan i 1 2 1 

contrebasse 4 4 - 

Table 5 
Anniversary of the King's Death 

Lefevre Feray 
singers 35 38 
flutes 4 

clarinets 8 12 

oboes 4 4 

bassoons 8 6 

horns 8 6 

trumpets 2 

trombones 3 

serpents 4 - 

timpani 1 

Internal Organization of the Institute 

Sarrette had been quite efficient as head administrator through- 

out the development of the different musical institutions. His delega- 

tion of work to composers, copyists, organizers, and performers kept the 

production of new compositions on time and the level of performance was 

given high praise. In 1794 the Institute had sixty teachers and eighty 

students. With such a low student /teacher ratio it was evident that the 

26Swanzy, p. 93. 
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festival performances and production of the Magasin occupied most of the 

teachers' time. A break down of the classes offered at the institute 

reinforced the same balance of instrumentation that appeared in the 

republican compositions: twenty -two classes of solfeggio, three of 

violin, two of cello, one of bass, three of flute, three of oboe, eleven 

of clarinet, five of bassoon, six of horn, two of trumpet, one of 

trombone, and one of timpani.27 

Performing Ensemble of the Conservatoire 

After the excellent concert of 7 November 1794, Sarrette re- 

ceived some objections concerning general organization of the Institute. 

Payment delays to the Institute by the Committee of Public Instruction 

only helped to expose to the Convention the dangers and problems con- 

fronting an institution approved without a definite framework. These 

factors were enough to push the Committee of Public Instruction to 

propose immediate reorganization of the Institute. Sarrette and the 

musicians were prepared with their own ideas on restructure.28 Be- 

sides administrative and instructional suggestions, there was one sug- 

gestion which dealt with a set performing ensemble of 100 members for 

the various national festivals. (Table 6.) Twenty -five remaining pro- 

fessors could sing or conduct the groups of students in the festivals, 

and in concerts they would play stringed instruments or sing.29 

27Swanzy, pp. 94-95. 

29Pierre, p. 119. 

28Ib id., pp. 96-97. 
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Table 6 

Suggested Performing Ensemble - Conservatoire of Music 

1 (clarinet) conductor 18 bassoons 
6 flutes 3 trombones 
30 clarinets 6 serpents 
10 oboes 4 contrabassoons 
6 horn I 2 buccinis 
6 horn II 2 tuba curvae 
4 trumpets 2 timpani 

This final proposal of instrumentation for the new Conservatoire 

supported the same balance that was evidenced in the compositions for 

the festivals throughout the Revolution. The ancient instruments sug- 

gested by Sarrette were all bass instruments, revealing the emphasis on 

that part, and could easily be substituted for in a contemporary perfor- 

mance. The stringed instruments and voices, which made their entrance 

into the music institutions as part of the "free music school" have re- 

mained. The voices were a ready source when choral pieces were com- 

posed, and the string instruments would double in concerts (i.e. indoor 

performances) where their sound was heard and appreciated. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE OVERTURES AND THEIR FIRST EDITIONS 

The Composers 

Etienne -Nicolas Méhul (b. 22 June 1763; d. 18 October 1817) was 

the greatest French symphonist between Gossec and Berlioz and the com- 

poser of many important opéras comiques.' The second child of four, 

besides himself only his sister survived infancy. His father was maitre 

d'hótel to the Count of Montmorency and later a wine merchant. Until 

the age of ten, he was apprenticed to a blind organist of the Franciscan 

convent at Givet. At age twelve he studied 

Wilhelm Hanser at a music school started by Hanser at the wealthy abbey 

of Lavaldieu in Montherme. Méhul eventually became Hanser's assistant 

organist at the abbey, later moving to Paris where he studied with the 

composer Jean -Frederic Edelmann who was distinguished for his keyboard 

sonatas. Méhul published his own book of keyboard sonatas in 1783.2 

Méhul was among the first composers appointed to join the 

salaried staff of the Institute of Music on 21 November 1793. His first 

republican piece was Hymne á la raison, sung in November at the 

'David Charlton, "Méhul" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians. Stanley Sadie, ed. (London: Macmillan, 1980), p. 62. 

2lbid. 

30 
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converted church of St. Roche. This was followed, on 10 December 1793, 

by the premier of his Ouverture; his only full -scale composition for 

wind band.3 His most famous composition of the revolution was Chant du 

départ which was exceeded in popularity only by the Marseillaise.4 When 

the Paris Conservatoire was founded on 7 August 1795 Mehul was made one 

of its five inspectors. In December 1795 Mehul was the only musician 

appointed by the government to sit as a member of the French Institute 

in sessions, and in 1804 was made one of the first members of the Légion 

d' honneur.5 

Méhul's most noted works were in opera which he composed through 

1807, the year of his last and most famous opera, Joseph. He then 

turned to purely symphonic writing, publishing symphonies in 1808 and 

1809.6 

Étienne- Nicolas Méhul was considered one of the most original 

composers in France concerned with orchestration. He expanded the roll 

of the cello (both solo and tutti) in the tenor register, made extensive 

use of stopped horn notes, and used divided strings. In almost all his 

operas he found innumerable ways of building orchestral tone into the 

whole musical and dramatic fabric of his scores,7 favoring tone paint- 

ing of events and characters from the operas in the overtures. It is 

said that his style influenced Beethoven and Weber.8 

Hyacinthe Jadin (b. 1769, d. September 1802), a pianist and 

composer, came from a very musical family. His father, Jean B [aptist] 

3Ib id. 4Dudley, p. 132. 5Charlton, p. 63. 

6Ib id. 7lbid. 8Ib id. , p. 65. 
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Jadin, was a violinist and composer who worked several years in the 

royal chapel of the Hapsburgs in Brussels, and was also a member of the 

royal chapel at Versailles, while his uncle George was a bassoonist 

attached to the chapel of Louis XV at Versailles. Hyacinthe Jadin 

received his early musical instruction from his father and later was a 

pupil of N. J. Hullmandel. His brother, Louis Emmanuel, was also a 

pianist and composer and is thought to have studied piano from Hya- 

cinthe. He was probably the most gifted musician of the family, but he 

barely had time to establish himself due to his early death.9 In April 

1789 Hyacinthe performed one of his piano concertos at the Concert 

Spirituel and two years later joined his brother Louis at the Théátre de 

Monsieur as the second keyboard accompanist.10 

H. Jadin received public recognition for performances of his own 

piano music during 1796 -97 at the Theatre Feydeau. As early as 1794 he 

had taken part in the festival performances organized by the Institut 

National de Musique. (Louis Jadin had joined the music corps of the 

National Guard in 1792.)11 On the founding of the Conservatoire in 

9Whitwell, French Revolution, p. 170. 

10David Charlton, "Hyacinthe Jadin" in The New Grove Dic- 
tionary of Music and Musicians. Stanley Sadie, ed. (London: Macmillan, 
1980), p. 460. 

11David Charlton, "Louis Emmanuel Jadin" in The New Grove 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Stanley Sadie, ed. (London: Mac- 
millan, 1980), p. 459. 
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1795, Hyacinthe was made professor of piano, preceeding his brother by 

one year,12 and held this post until his death seven years later.13 

Magazin de Musique á l'usage des fates Nationales 

As stated in Chapter 3, on 10 January 1794 Sarrette presented a 

plan to the Committee of Public Instruction concerning state subsidy for 

publishing selected music for the national holidays. The association 

would be called the Magasin and produce music scores for the decadal 

(ten day) and national festivals, distributed in a monthly serial. The 

association was intended to protect the composer's profits by selling 

each volume of music to the government, which then distributed copies to 

different regions for performance. The new publication, Musique á 

l'usage des fates nationales, published its first issue on 9 April 

1794.14 Twelve initial volumes with as many as eight compositions per 

volume were produced. The opening selection in each of the first eleven 

volumes of the Magasin is an overture or symphonie. Ouverture (pour 

instruments á vent) by Mehul begins Volume III (MFN, III, 1). 

Production of subsequent volumes after the initial twelve was sporadic. 

Ouverture by Hyacinthe Jadin is the only selection in Volume XIII. 

12Whitwell, French Revolution, p. 172. 

13Charlton, "Hyacinthe Jadin", p. 460. 

14Whitwell, French Revolution, p. 39. 
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The Overtures 

Ouverture by Etienne -Nicholas Méhul 

The premier performance of Mehul's Ouverture was on 10 Novem- 

ber 1793 at the Festival of the Worship of Reason. This festival was 

part of the continued effort to de- Christianize the country by renaming 

all churches "Temples of Reason" and holding a service in honor of Rea- 

son on each décadi. The first festival in November 1793 was the only 

one of note.15 Along with Ouverture by Méhul, an Ouverture by Catel was 

premiered at the festival. The works are among the most inspired 

instrumental works of the entire French Revolution repertoire. -6 

Documentation shows that Méhul's Ouverture was performed several times 

thereafter: at a student concert by the National Institute on 30 May 

1794 in the Feydeau Théáter17; for the Celebration of the Fall of the 

Monarchy on 10 August 179418; for the annual concert by the National 

Institute in Feydeau Théátre on 7 November 1794,19 

Instrumentation for Ouverture includes: 2 "petite" flutes, 2 

clarinets (in C), 2 trumpets in F, 2 horns in F. 2 bassoons, serpent, 

bass trombone, and timpani. It is considered one of the best pieces in 

the repertoire, excelling in orchestration. The piccolos are more inde- 

pendent than usual, and are often utilized for color rather than for 

melodic support. The second clarinet is frequently independent of the 

first, and the bassoons often interact with the clarinets melodically. 

15Ibid., pp. 68-69. 16Ibid., p. 69. 

17Ibid., p. 66. 18lbid., p. 81. 191b id., p. 86. 
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The overture opens with solo second horn, echoed by solo first horn, 

with an example of stopped horn occuring later in the introduction 

section.20 There are five levels of dynamics, crescendo /decrescendo 

indications, staccato marks, trills, multiple grace note combinations, 

written expression terms, and sections of tenor clef for both bassoons. 

Proof that strings doubled the wind parts when present at performances 

is found in both clarinet parts. At a point in the introduction where 

the clarinet goes below the violin range the part is marked "violino 

8va." To avoid ledger lines the term "Chalumeau" is marked twice in the 

second clarinet. To this author, the overture does become somewhat 

redundant in ideas in its 363 measures. 

Ouverture by Hyacinthe Jadin 

Little information is documented on Overture by Hyacinthe Jadin. 

There is no mention of performances of Ouverture by H. Jadin by 

Whitwell; only its catalogue information. Its title page shows it to be 

Volume XIII of Magazin de Musique á l'usage des fates Nationales, and 

for that reason is not examined by Dudley, nor Swanzy. The title page 

also shows the street address of the Magasin as Fosses -Montmartre, No. 

4, which was the location of the Magasin from October 1794 until 

August -October 1795.21 In a chronological listing of musique des fetes 

found in Musique des Fates et Cérémonies de la Révolution Francaise 

20Dudley, pp. 132-133. 

21Constant Pierre, Magasin de Musique á l'usage des Fetes 
Nationales et du Conservatoire (Paris: Fischbacher, 1895; reprint ed., 
Geneva: Minkoff, 1974), p. 118. 
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by Constant Pierre22 it is listed as performed before 9 July 1795. 

Since Volume XII of MFN appeared in March 1795, Volume XIII which 

contained Jadin's Ouverture should have been published in May or June 

1795. 

Whitwell considers it "one of the finest instrumental works in 

the repertoire. It begins with a quiet lyric introduction which is 

interrupted with dramatic unison repeated tones. The first theme is 

positively Mozartean, the second is haunting, with internal dialog. 

Very highly recommended. "23 

There is a discrepency in the published instrumentation between 

Whitwell and First Edition parts. Whitwell lists it as: 2 small flutes 

(i.e. "petite" flutes, piccolos), 2 clarinets (in C), 1 trumpet in F, 2 

horn in F, 2 bassoons, and serpent. The parts found in MFN, XIII are: 2 

grande flutes, 2 clarinets (in C), 2 trumpets in F, 2 horns in F, 2 

bassoon, bass trombone, serpent and contrebasse, and timpani. Whit - 

well's instrumentation seems more appropriate for a regimental band than 

the second for the Guard Band which usually performed for larger audi- 

ences in a stationary position. When parts were sent to regional bands, 

it was not uncommon to alter the set of parts to conform to the lesser 

instrumentation often found in those country groups. The inclusion of 

contrabass with the serpent supports the concept of doubling with 

strings used at the National Institute. 

22Constant Pierre, Musique des Fetes et Cérémonies de la 
Révolution Francaise (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1899), pp. 575 -576. 

23Whitwell, French Revolution, p. 170. 
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The horns, bass trombone, serpent and contrabass reinforce the 

bassoon opening motive of Jadin's overture, a motive very similar to 

Mehul's first measures. The flutes generally double melodic material of 

the clarinets, even in the lyrical second theme tutti and later solo 

Flute I. The serpent and contrabass part is a definite challenge, of 

almost equal importance as the bassoon line. The second bassoon is 

independent of the first bassoon at several points, yet contains the 

haunting counter -melody in a contrasting woodwind /low brass soft sec- 

tion. Some unusual harmonic progressions add flavor to the standard 

patterns. The composition has only three dynamic levels (p, f, ff) and 

contains no varying dynamic or style indictation, with only a few 

staccato marks found in the introduction. 



CHAPTER V 

INFLUENCES ON THE AMERICAN EDITIONS 

The Goldman Band 

When Edwin Franko Goldman organized the New York Military Band 

in 1911, his son, Richard Franko Goldman, was only seven years old. The 

ensemble changed its name to the Goldman Band in 1918 and began a regu- 

lar concert series that lasted until at least 1962. Richard Goldman 

accepted his father's offer to be assistant conductor in 1937, and 

remained in that capacity until the death of his father in 1955 when 

Richard assumed conductorship of the band through 1979 when he disbanded 

it. Richard's conducting abilities were minimal at first, but improved 

with experience. His real asset to the band was in transcriptions he 

did alone or in collaboration with others, and his solicitation of orig- 

inal repertoire by contemporary composers. In 1941 the Goldman band 

premiered 19 original works, most of which Richard Goldman conducted. 

By 1942 he had transcribed contemporary works by Stravinsky, Prokofiev, 

and Sibelius.' Richard's efforts to uncover original works or make 

arrangements of original works for the contemporary concert band was 

evidenced in his American premier in 1947 of the Berlioz Grand 

'Noel K. Lester, "Richard Franko Goldman: His Life and Works" 
(D.M.A. dissertation, Peabody Conservatory of Music, Peabody Institute 
of the John Hopkins University, 1984) , p. 122. 
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Symphony.2 Along with Roger Smith he compiled Landmarks of Early 

American Music in 1941.3 Four "musique d'harmonie" pieces were 

arrranged by himself and Roger Smith and published by Mercury: Classic 

Overture in C by Gossec (1948), Overture in F by Mehul (1952), Overture 

in C by Catel (1958) , and Nocturne in C, Op. 34 by Spohr.4 Military 

Symphony in F by Gossec was arranged by R.F. Goldman and Robert Leist 

(1950) for Mercury.5 

Opinions on Arranging 

In order to understand the arrangement of the Mehul Ouverture by 

Goldman and Smith, it is desirable to know their (Goldman's) opinion on 

arranging for the concert band of their day. Goldman felt that the 

starting point of arranging was the instrumentation of the band itself. 

The music the band intended to play had to be written or arranged for 

all the instruments known to be present, or theoretically present, in 

their prescribed numbers. "Whatever the character, there must be a part 

for every instrument. "6 A composer had to resist his inclination to 

omit or add a part, or accept the fact that his work would probably not 

have been played. It was not important that the original score was 

preserved when arranged for band, but that it sounded good when the 

2lbid. , p. 131. 3 Ib id . , p. 123. 4lbid., p. 311. 

5Band Music Guide Eighth ed. (Evanston, Illinois: 
Instrumentalist, 1982), p. 118. 

6Richard F. Goldman, The Concert Band (New York: Rinehart and 
Co., 1946), p. 147. 
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band played it.7 This implied that a new character was given the work 

when it was reorchestrated into a different medium (the band) . That was 

not to say that one could not prefer the original version, however, for 

audience familiarity with a piece in one medium was good reason to not 

arrange it in a different medium.8 

Richard Goldman felt at that time the band had no great body of 

literature that as a matter of artistic necessity required strict adher- 

ence to specified instrumentation. The band played each piece of music 

with the same instrumentation, and there was no special music for small, 

medium, or large bands.9 Printed band arrangments in America were 

issued in conformity to a general instrumentation scheme approved by the 

American Bandmasters Association and the National High School Band Asso- 

ciation. These combinations were known as "Standard Band ", "Concert 

Band ", and "Symphonic Band" (smallest to largest instrumentation). Ar- 

rangers and composers had to write for what might have been a minimum 

band, including cues for missing instruments, building up to a maximum 

band by doubling various parts.10 Even the keys used by transcribing 

instruments and ranges were predetermined by the level of performance 

that the arranger decided to write for in his edition. 11 

Trends and Conferences on Instrumentation 

The size and instrumentation of bands has changed throughout 

history, from the eight members of the United States Marine Band in 

7Ibid. 8lbid. , p. 155. 9lbid. , p. 161. 

10Ibid., pp. 163-164. 11Ibid., p. 166. 
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1798, to the more than one -hundred member college bands of Michigan and 

Illinois. During the time the editions of the two overtures were done 

there were several conferences on standardizing American and Interna- 

tional instrumentation. Richard Goldman felt that bands serve a civic 

and military function, and that because of national preferences, there 

would always be varied instrumentation. An international instrumenta- 

tion would not occur unless an international repertoire could be 

developed.12 

Choice of Instruments 

At the time of his book, The Concert Band (1946), Goldman lists 

forty -four different wind instruments, some in as many as five different 

keys, that could be used in a concert band.13 (See Appendix A for 

complete list.) Listed below are only the instruments from that list 

that are presently not in common use today: 

Table 7 

Wind Instruments Not in Common Use 

piccolo in Db 
flutes in Db or Eb 
fifes in Bb 
heckelphone 
bass oboe 
sarrusophones: 

sopranino in Eb to 
contrabass in Eb 

sopranino clarinet in Ab 
soprano saxophone in Bb 

(used only when specified) 
bass saxophone in Bb 

12lbid. 
, p. 65. 

trumpet in Eb (high) 
trumpet in Eb (low) 
trombone in G, F, or Eb (bass) 
cornet in Eb (high) 
Saxhorns: 

fluegelhorn in Eb (high) 
fluegelhorn in Bb 
alto horn in Eb 
mellophone 
tenor horn in Bb 
tubas in Bb,F, or Eb 

(BBb and C common) 

13Ibid. 
, p. 100. 
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While Goldman may have gone to extremes in listing every possi- 

ble wind instrument usable in the wind band, his point was that there 

was no standard instrumentation for the concert band like there was for 

the orchestra. Some of his other observations on the sound of the band 

were: that the band tended to be out of balance, often producing a thick 

sound due to the overuse of families of instruments, particularly in the 

middle register,14 and that most additions to the band had been in the 

middle and low register. In the low register he felt there was too much 

variety;15 something which has changed since then with the loss of the 

bass saxophones, and contrabass sarrusophones. 

National High School Band Association 

The National High Band Association recom- 

mended instrumentation lists for school bands intending to compete in 

music festivals. The three levels (A, B, C) corresponded to school en- 

rollment size. The lists showed a pattern of instrumentation that Gold- 

man regarded as "ideal ". The lists (see Appendix A) were published in 

the School Music Competition -Festivals Manual for 1943. Of particular 

note are two items: 1) except for two instruments, the fluegelhorn and 

alto clarinet, the remaining ones are quite standard in bands today; 2) 

the Suggested Instrumentation List for Class A Bands has a smaller 

minimum number of instruments than the Class B list. The total sug- 

gested instrument count for the three classes of bands are 75 or more, 

80 or more, and 68 or more. 

14lbid. 
, p. 103. 15Ibid. 

, p. 104. 
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Goldman Band of 1946 

The instrumentation and numerical strength of the Goldman band 

has remained fairly constant since its foundation in 1911. The Eb so- 

prano clarinet has been added and the Eb alto clarinet discarded. If 

the instruments that have evolved since the time of the French Revolu- 

tion were removed from the list below (indicated by *; tuba replacing 

serpent), the instrumentation of the Goldman band of 194616 would be 

quite similar in type and balance of instruments to the band of Sar- 

rette. 

Table 8 

Goldman Band Instrumentation 

1 piccolo 
3 flutes (all doubling on piccolo) 
2 oboes (2nd coubling on English horn *) 
1 Eb soprano clarinet* 

19 Bb soprano clarinets 
1 Bb bass clarinet* 
2 bassoons 
1 Eb alto saxophone* 
1 Bb tenor saxophone* 
1 Bb baritone saxophone* 
4 Bb cornets* 
3 Bb trumpets 
4 F horns 
6 trombones (4 tenor, 2 bass) 
2 euphoniums* 
4 tubas 
1 contrabass 
1 harp* 
3 percussion 
Total: 60 players ( *Total: 48 players) 

16lbid., pp. 78-79 
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Eastman Wind Ensemble 

In 1952 Frederick Fennell established a wind band with instru- 

mental proportions different from those suggested by the professional 

bands and school organizations. His wind ensemble utilized 45 reed, 

brass, and percussion players. He eliminated color instruments that he 

felt were not requested consistently by composers, willing to include 

them at the time they would become part of the mainstay of winds. With 

this nucleus of instruments, most wind band selections could be ade- 

quately performed or supplemented if desired.17 His concepts have 

lasted the 

regularly. 

test and time and have become an ensemble composers write for 

Table 9 

Eastman Wind Ensemble Original Instrumentation 

1 piccolo 2 Eb alto saxophones 
2 flutes 1 Bb tenor saxophone 
2 oboes 1 Eb baritone saxophone 
1 English horn 3 Bb cornets, 2 Bb trumpets 
2 bassoons or 5 Bb trumpets 
1 contrabassoon 4 horns 
1 Eb clarinet 3 trombones 
8 Bb clarinets 2 euphoniums 
1 Eb alto clarinet 1 Eb tuba, 1 BBb tuba 
1 Bb bass clarinet or 2 BBb tubas 

Percussion, harp, celeste, piano, organ, harpsichord, solo 
string instruments, and choral forces as desired. 

The instrumentation lists recommended by the National High 

School Association, the Goldman band, and the very recent Eastman Wind 

Ensemble could have been forces to influence the Goldman -Smith edition 

of (Mehul's) Overture in F published in 1952. Inspection of the 

17Fennell, Frederick. Time and the Winds (Kenosha, W is.: G. 
Leblanc Co., 1954), pp. 52 -53 
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edition shows that the division and number of parts does indeed follow 

the suggestions of the NHSA and Goldman band. If the clarinet parts are 

doubled, as is common practice, the Goldman -Smith edition will be dif- 

ferent from the Goldman band of 1946 by only three trombones and two 

tubas. 

Table 10 
Instrumentation of Goldman -Smith Edition 

1 piccolo 
2 flutes 
2 oboes 
2 bassoons 
1 Eb clarinet 
9 Bb clarinets 
1 Bb bass clarinet 
2 Eb alto saxophones 
1 Bb tenor saxophone 
1 Eb baritone saxophone 

4 cornets 
2 trumpets 
4 horns 
3 trombones 
1 baritone T.C. 
1 baritone B.C. 
2 tubas 
2 timpani 

Besides the standard "Full Band" distribution of parts given 

above, additional parts can be purchased to increase the edition to 

"Symphonic Band" size. 

Report on International Instrumentation 

In June 1948 and April 1949, conferences were held in Geneva for 

the purpose of discussing the unification of the scoring of the band's 

music. A report of the meetings was presented to the UNESCO Preparatory 

Commission for Music. In January 1950, UNESCO unanimously approved the 

Comité Internationale pour la Musique Instrumentale (CIMI), or the 

International Committee for Instrumental Music. CIMI President, Arthur 

Prevost of Brussels asked renowned American bandmaster William D. 

Revelli to prepare and present a proposed international instrumentation 

list at the next meeting in September 1958.18 
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Revelli strongly supported the idea of international instrumen- 

tation. He felt bands were not a medium for serious (musical) expres- 

sion because they had no fixed instrumentation, and thus no repertoire 

of international availability. He felt the problem was that each nation 

preferred its own theories on instrumenation and band sound.19 (This is 

what Goldman said, but did not support it as Revelli did.) Revelli 

stated that he personally felt the bands of Italy and France excelled in 

their instrumentation concept, since they used little or no doubling of 

voices, and cross -cueing was practically non- existent.20 

The list submitted by Revelli in September 1958 totaled 100 mem- 

bers. Included in this number were two each of many of the color in- 

struments, double the usual number of horns, 36 in the clarinet family, 

fluegel horns, Eb soprano cornet and bass saxophone. (See Appendix A 

for complete list.) A second reduced list of only sixty musicians was 

also submitted for when personnel of 100 were not available. The 

smaller band is surprisingly similar to many contemporary concert bands. 

(See Appendix A.) 

CBDNA Conference on Instrumentation 

The College Band Directors's National Association held their own 

special conference on band repertoire, instrumentation, and nomenclature 

in 1960. Eleven American leaders in the areas of conducting, composing, 

18W illiam D. Revelli, "Report On International Instrumen- 
tation." In The College and University Band, pp. 85 -98. Compiled by 
David Whitwell and Acton Ostling, Jr. (Reston, Virginia: Music Educa- 
tor's National Conference, 1973), p. 92. 

19lbid. 
, p. 85. 20Ibid. 
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and publishing comprised the panel. On the second day of discussion 

they assembled their 'ideal' band "when all instruments are available 

and in any quantity desired." The unanimity of the panelists was 

astounding with only a variance was approximately four to six percent.21 

The ensemble totaled 72 players. Except for heaviness in the clarinet 

family (18 Bb clarinets, six alto clarinets, three bass clarinets, and 

two contrabass clarinets) the balance of instrumentation of this 'ideal' 

group is very similar to the Eastman Wind Ensemble of 1952. (See 

Appendix A for complete listing.) 

21Charles Minelli, "Conference on the Band's Repertoire, In- 
strumentation, and Nomenclature." In The College and University Band, 
pp. 99 -103. Compiled by David Whitwell and Acton Ostling, Jr. (Reston, 
Virginia: Music Educator's National Conference, 1973), p. 103. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE AMERICAN EDITIONS 

Chapter Four revealed that American arrangers of music for wind 

bands in the mid to late twentieth century had to contend with several 

influences. Transcriptions and marches had been the primary styles of 

band repertoire for several previous decades and original compositions 

for the contemporary wind band were just beginning to appear. Several 

families of instruments had acquired a permanent position in the ensem- 

ble and others were used only when requested, while some instruments and 

families such as the bass oboe, heckelphone, and sarrusophones were 

waning in popularity and eventually came to complete disuse. Confer- 

ences on standardizing instrumentation, both nationally and internation- 

ally were held by several musical organizations in the 1940 -50s. Since 

most wind band publications would be purchased and performed by school 

bands, "every instrument (had to have) a part," or that composition/ 

arrangement might not be performed. Attention to authenticity was not 

as important as practicality. 

The Goldman -Smith Edition 

Richard Goldman's commissions, transcriptions, and editions 

brought many new compositions to the public. His interest in musicology 

48 
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and editions of early wind band works by Catel, Gossec, Méhul, and Spohr 

are noteworthy. In his edition of Méhul's Overture in F, published in 

1952 by Southern Music of New York, it is most likely that his research 

was not based on the First Edition parts of the Magasin. Several fac- 

tors connect his edition directly to the piano reduction of First Edi- 

tion parts by Pierre Constant, a French historian of the 19th century 

with particular interest in the music of the French Revolution. It was 

Goldman's intimate knowledge of band instrumentation that allowed him to 

create a fine wind orchestration of Pierre's piano score. 

The First Edition opens with solo second and first horn arpeg- 

gios, joined four bars later by second and first clarinets; a common 

pair of instrumental families used in orchestral works and an innovative 

move by Mehul for his Introduction. The Goldman edition leaves the horn 

off of the arpeggio entirely and uses their timbre merely to add a mis- 

sing (root) triad member at the cadences (measures 4 & 8). Crescendo 

marks also appear in measures 3 & 7 of the piano reduction and Goldman's 

edition but not in the First Edition. Measures 17 -18 & 23 -24 feature a 

dotted rhythm pattern which emphasizes a long, low timbre by the clari- 

nets on the beat with a thirty- second note lower neighbor just before 

the next beat. In the piano reduction Pierre has left off slur marks on 

the dotted rhythm in these measures, changing the pulse from quarter 

beats to eighth beats. Goldman re -slurs his edition to comply with the 

same pattern suggested by Pierre. It would be difficult for a pianist 

to maintain a suspension while performing the (above) dotted pattern, so 

Pierre does not include the horn pitch in his edition, nor Goldman. 

Pierre adds an off -beat tonic pitch pattern in the right hand to accom- 
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pany an octave /unison scale (measures 19 & 25) as does Goldman. The 

high, descending scale pattern of measures 29 -32, played first by clari- 

nets then bassoon and horn, are other examples of timbrai considerations 

by Méhul. Pierre opens these single octave patterns to a double octave, 

more suitable to the pianist's hands; which Goldman enhances with yet 

another octave basso in the winds. 

In the third, fifth, seventh, ninth and consequent bars of the 

Allegro vivace section Pierre has the left hand reinforce the accent on 

beat two with an octave drop. The First Edition has only a reiterated 

chord without registral change. The phrase from measures 59 -66 includes 

a broken chord pattern by Clarinet II and Piccolo II. Pierre again 

leaves out this internal part for pianistic reasons, and the Goldman 

edition also excludes it. Timbral possibilities are developed at the 

second theme (measure 77) where Clarinet I has the "Mozartian" theme 

(quasi G minor symphony), horns and bassoons have tight staccato harmony 

in the mid -range, and Clarinet II has a broken third pattern in the 

chalumeau register using their lowest pitch. The second half of the 

parallel period increases texture by another octave higher when the 

piccolo is added to the melody line. These orchestration ideas are all 

missing from Goldman's edition, as are the registrai/timbrai (chalumeau 

clarinets) in Pierre's edition. After a transition section, the second 

theme returns and Pierre adds trills to the right hand melody line, most 

likely for simple variety reasons. Goldman incorporates this same em- 

bellishment in his flute and oboe parts. 

Short repeated motives, phrases, and sequences are common de- 

vices in music of this period. The phrases of measures 17 -22 & 23 -28 
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are only two of many phrases that close with one or two beats of rest; 

however, at measures 22 -23 Goldman elides the two phrases eliminating 

one of these silent spots. Measure 24, the second bar of the repeated 

six -bar phrase (23 -28) is also cut to move the introduction along. Mea- 

sures 143 -150 and 153 -154 are cut from the transition to the development 

section, as well as measures 187 -190, 203 -206, and 211 -214 of the Devel- 

opment before the Recapitulation. Closing section material is repeated 

in measures 326 -348 which Goldman also eliminates moving more quickly to 

the Coda at measure 349. The Goldman edition is forty -seven measures 

shorter than Pierre's piano reduction and First Edition parts; twenty - 

three measures were removed by eliminating the repeat of the final 

closing section. 

Since the Goldman and Smith edition appears to be based on the 

piano reduction we should consider the quality of the arrangement on its 

own merits. It is fuller in texture because of the instrumental fami- 

lies used. It has more weight in the mid -range for similar reasons, and 

there is a wider pitch range, particularly in the lower octave. The 

melody has been divided among the standard lead woodwind instruments: 

flute, oboe, and clarinet. Piccolo in the contemporary band is used 

more in a supportive role than in the leading role of Mehul's time. The 

saxophones and cornets support parts of the woodwind and brass groupings 

respectively, but fill -in the middle harmonic pitches more than the 

hollower, spread parts of three and four voice writing by Classical 

composers. The edition is very performable, offering music of another 

period to the contemporary wind band instrumentalist. 
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The Townsend Edition 

Douglas Townsend is a noted musicologist who has studied the 

wind band and its repertoire. His edition of Hyacinthe Jadin's Over- 

ture in F, published by Franco Colombo Music in 1968, also considers the 

school ensemble, its suggested instrumentation, range and technique. 

Based on First Edition parts from the Magasin de musique á l'usage des 

fetes nationales, his edition offers a choice of performance using the 

original instrumentation (tuba substituting for serpent) or with full 

band. Editorial decisions that contrast with First Edition parts in- 

volve consistant determination in slur and tie markings, and octave dis- 

placement. This author finds his edition using original instrumentation 

very acceptable. The major changes instigated in the full band arrange- 

ment involve octave displacement, and filling in mid -range harmonies by 

determining the chord pitches and distributing them to the non -original 

instruments. Instrumental families such as the cornet, saxophone, and 

trombone are given the same or similar rhythmic patterns as other wood- 

winds or brasswinds, but with newly determined chord members. Using the 

First Edition parts as the core of the composition, Townsend's edition 

also creates a thicker texture as did Goldman's, but with proper support 

of the original lines. 

In measures 69 -74 the dotted -eighth and sixteenth rhythm starts 

on the dominant chord and creates tension by expanding the pitches out- 

ward adding chromatic tones. A feeling of openness occurs as the top 

and bottom pitches diverge. The Townsend edition keeps the middle range 

packed with chord members played by cornets and saxophones. At measures 

111 -119 of the Recapitulation, basic three -part writing occurs: Clarinet 
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I with a broken chord melody line, Clarinet II with rocking thirds, and 

the remaining instruments giving motion through staccato chords. (The 

trombone part is simplified, as often done, to whole notes and staccato 

chords.) In Townsend's edition saxophones and alto clarinets join the 

Clarinet II eighth note pattern filling in the missing triad pitches. 

The cornets, low horns, and high trombones also fill in harmony pitches 

while executing brasswind rhythmic patterns. Similar action on a 

lighter scale was taken in measures 38 -45 of the Exposition. There are 

quick turning patterns in the short bridge section of measures 65 -69 in 

Clarinet I & II. Some hocket writing is done of this part for Oboes I & 

II and Cornets I & :I, which is suppose to support the original line at 

some technical expense. Only the oboes have to handle this style when 

it returns at measures 198 -202. A similar, yet more exposed part occurs 

at measures 99 -107 for Oboe I & Cornet I and Oboe II & Cornet II, 

doubling the two clarinet parts at written pitch. This takes Cornet I 

to ce1' (8va lower ad lib), adding a definitely penetrating upper layer. 

While the tuba is the customary serpent substitute, the range 

required to execute the Jadin serpent part is too high for the normal 

Cubist. Often the tuba part drops octaves to remain in a comfortable 

range in Townsend's edition. The four valve euphonium however, can 

cover the serpent range in entirety, and Townsend has taken advantage of 

that fact. 

Douglas Townsend's editing of the First Edition parts provides 

us with a work well suited for performance by the chamber group of orig- 

inal instruments. His full band arrangement has made careful effort to 

support original lines with non -original instruments wherever possible, 
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but he too has created a heavier texture with internal, mid -range 

doubling and additional harmonies. This author prefers the Townsend 

edition performed as a chamber work, using only the original instruments 

(tuba excepted) if the proper balance of parts could be obtained. 



CHAPTER VII 

A CONTEMPORARY EDITION OF OUVERTURE BY HYACINTHE JADIN 

In developing a contemporary edition of the Ouverture by Hya- 

cinthe Jadin for wind band several points of orchestration needed to be 

addressed. With a comparatively smaller clarinet section in the wind 

ensemble than the clarinet bands of the French Revolution what could be 

done to maintain the balance of the clarinet melody line? Do contempor- 

ary instruments have the same range as the original instruments in the 

overtures, or would a sharing of line be advisable to cover the parts? 

Could like timbre be maintained on a given line? Could the original 

separation of line be observed considering instrument range and timbre, 

and not alter texture by filling in extra octaves or harmonies? 

The Woodwinds 

Flutes, clarinets, and bassoons have only improved since 1795, 

allowing direct performance of the First Edition parts with little dif- 

ficulty. The standard wind ensemble should have at its disposal the 

four flutes required to cover the musique d'harmonie, however, if the 

overall ensemble is small two flutes could be used for balance. The 

clarinet sections for the Republican music were large, sixteen to twenty 

members being the common practice. To create a similar feeling of that 

size in our ensembles containing six to ten soprano Bb clarinets the 

55 
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section was split 2/3 on Part I and 1/3 on Part II. The (two) alto sax- 

ophones were given the second part to reinforce and balance the firsts. 

In Jadin's Ouverture this proved very acceptable for the saxophone's 

range; most notes lying in the staff and a few locations where d"' and 

e " ' are called for. The 'C' clarinet of Republican times is rarely 

used today, but their parts only require an extension of one note for 

the Bb sopranos; the highest regualr pitch written being d " ' with one 

measure of f"' and two g"' in the closing cadence. 

The bassoon parts are capably handled by today's performers, 

however, proper weighting of the parts was a concern. Depending on the 

ensemble's total size, four to eight instruments were often used in 

historic performances. Assemblying four bassoons is a minor problem 

when using the two standard players and converting the contrabassoon 

player to regular bassoon for these pieces. If the contrabassoon will 

be used in place of a double -bass on the serpent part, then two extra 

players would have to be found. The bassoon line is the true bass in 

musique d'harmonie and more weight could be added to the four bas- 

soons. In the Goldman and Townsend editions the euphonium usually 

doubled the bassoon (or simplified serpent) part. The range of this 

brass instrument works well, but the mellowness of its timbre soothes 

the basic double reed quality. Two single reed instruments that can 

cover the bassoon parts well are the bass clarinet and baritone saxo- 

phone. When doubling Bassoon I, the bass clarinet range mainly stayed 

in the staff, reaching 'e' once and a" twice. Doubling Bassoon II by 

the baritone sax produced a range of 'b' to e" ' . While well within the 
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pitches of the instrument, dynamics and player technique are factors in 

proper baritone saxophone performance. 

The Brasswinds 

The 'open' horn parts (Cor en Fa) are considerably easy by 

contemporary standards. Two players per part should appropriately 

balance the ensemble. The popular trumpet of France in the late 18th 

century was the double wrapped 'open' trumpet in 'F' which had a length 

of approximately six feet. Rewriting the First Edition parts for the 

shorter (four and one -half foot length) contemporary B -flat trumpet 

placed the pitches lower on the harmonic series than on the (six -foot) F 

trumpet. While there may be a temptation to use the whole trumpet sec- 

tion for endurance reasons, at no time should more than two trumpets be 

used to project the parts in these overtures and symphonies. We used 

four trumpeters, two playing at any given time. 

Bass trombone was used regularly in republican compositions, and 

alto or tenor trombones could double if available. The trombone part is 

a simplification of the serpent part, itself being a simplification of 

the bassoon line. Today's instruments have a larger bore with more pro- 

jection and tone than the 18th century trombone. To create an agreeable 

weighting of the ensemble, two and no more than three trombonists should 

be used. 

To cover the serpent part this editor elected a mixture of 

woodwind and brass timbre. Tuba often covers this part encountering 

difficulty only with the serpent's top range (total range: C - g'), the 

upper pitches sometimes covered by euphonium in similar editions of 
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musique d'harmonie. Although a fine tubist could reach the highest 

pitches of this overture, it is not a consideration for the general 

player. The total serpent pitch range is easily within reach of the 

four -valve euphonium which was allowed to execute the whole serpent part 

if desired. A performance part where the tuba and euphonium shared mea- 

sures was devised for practical reasons. 

The Eb contrabass clarinet is a contemporary instrument that can 

be used on serpent parts most satisfactorily. The contrabass clarinet 

can reach most of the serpent part, but not the highest tessitura. A 

tenor saxophone part was edited to complete the upper range woodwind 

timbre, similar to the euphonium /tuba part. The tenor saxophone could 

not adequately cover any of the original woodwind parts in entirety. 

Comparison of Edition Balance 

The various reportings of copied parts, newspaper accounts, pay- 

roll listings and suggested faculty membership of the Guard Band contri- 

buted to a composite concept of historic band instrumentation and size. 

Common to all performances of musique d'harmonie were: 1) predominance 

of clarinets on the melody, 2) lighter support by upper woodwinds, main- 

ly piccolos and sometimes flute or oboe, 3) moderate support of harmony 

by horns, doubled an octave higher by trumpets, 4) a heavy bass line, 

including bassoon, serpent, bass trombone, and sometimes contrabass, 

buccin or tuba curva. The bass line was primarily carried by the bas- 

soons, simplified some for the serpent, and simplified even more for the 

bass trombone. If percussion was present it most often involved only 
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timpani; "Turkish" instruments would rarely join the performance of an 

overture or symphony. 

Using our wind ensemble, the present edition provided the 

following instrumentation and balance on Jadin's Ouverture: 

Table 11 

Contemporary Wind Ensemble Instrumentation and Balance 

First Ed. Part Instrument Weight 
Flute I Flute I 2 

Flute II Flute II 2 

Clarinet I Clarinet I 6 

Clarinet II Clarinet II 3 

Alto Sax 2 

Bassoon I Bassoon I 2 

Bass Clarinet 1 

Bassoon II Bassoon II 2 

Baritone Sax 1 

Horn I Horn I 2 

Horn II Horn II 2 

Trumpet I Trumpet I 1 

Trumpet II Trumpet II 1 

Bass Trombone Bass Trombone 2 

Serpent Baritone 2 split parts-1 
BBb Tuba 2 split parts J 
Tenor Sax 1 split part 
Contrabass Clarinet 1 split part 

The balance listed above complies with the standard weight of 

the music performed by the Band of the Garde Republicaine of 1789 -1795. 

The number of players utilized in our contemporary wind ensemble were 

thirty -five. It would not have been inappropriate to add more clarinets 

to the above balance and given more weight to the top melodic line. 

Since neither piccolos nor oboes were specified in the First Edition 

parts this editor did not wish to add their timbres to the composite 

sound. 
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The Full Score in Concert Pitch 

The Magasin published no scores and only parts for the Musique 

l'usage des fétes nationales. Of the overtures and symphonies which 

are the opening and most major selections of MFN Volumes I -XII, full 

scores of original instrumentation for each of these selections have 

been accumulatively made by Schutze and von Glasenapp, Swanzy, and Dud- 

ley. Full band editions have been made for several of these selections 

by Goldman, Smith, Leist, Schaeffer, and Townsend. Townsend's full band 

edition of Jadin's Ouverture (MFN XIII) contains changes from the 

original parts in line, dynamics, and range. There is no previous full 

score of First Edition parts for Jadin's Ouverture. 

A Macintosh -Plus personal computer and the Deluxe Music Con- 

struction Set, Version 2.0 from Electronic Arts with the Sonata font 

from Adobe Systems Incorporated was used to assemble a full score in 

concert pitch from First Edition parts of Hyacinthe Jadin's Ouverture. 

The full score was printed on a Laserwriter printer from Apple Computer 

Incorporated and appears as Appendix C. 

Where performance experience or editorial consistency necessi- 

tated changes in slurs or ties, the following symbols have been used: 

\ for the original marking, and for an altered or ad- 

ditional marking. Dynamics and articulations that deviate from First 

Edition parts have been placed in brackets [ ], and dynamics that have 

been relocated show their original and new positions by the following 

indication: k-- - 
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SUMMARY 

In the performance of this edition several musical character- 

istics were upheld. The separation of line was maintained by avoiding 

additional mid -range pitches. Like timbre was kept on each line, with 

the possible exception of the woodwind and brass mixture on the serpent 

part. Where range was a problem, instruments split parts without adding 

extra octaves; the use of additional harmonies was completely avoided. 

There have already been several editions of music for wind band 

of the French Revolution period. Presently, many are permanently out of 

print. The music is quite worthy of contemporary performances however, 

and with simple editing of First Edition parts more selections could be 

accessible to wind bands. When balance is maintained by each line, 

whether doubled by 'modern' instruments or performed only with 'origi- 

nal' instrumentation, these works are enjoyable and would be a welcomed 

relief on the standard large band or full wind ensemble concert. 



APPENDIX A 

LISTS 

FREE SCHOOL OF MUSIC OF THE PARISIAN NATIONAL GUARD 
PAYROLL MEMORANDUM - dated November, 1793.1 

Captain, Major: 3500 livres 
Bernard Sarrette 

Lieutenant, Music Master: 2500 livres 
Francois Gossec 

Music Master, assistant: 1500 livres 
Jean Xavier Lefévre, clarinetist. 

Major Sergeants: 1400 livres 
Michel- Joseph Vinit, nicknamed Veny, entered January 1, 1792 
Secretary 

Sergeants: 110 livres* 
Antoine Buch, Horn 
Thomas Delcambre, bassoon, entered on January 1, 1792 
Francois Devienne, flute, died on September 6, 1803 

Corporals: 1001 livres 
Jean Meric, clarinet 
Francois Simonet, bassoon, until 1789 
Philippe Widerkehr, trombone, entered September 1, 1789 

Teachers, First Class: 850 livers 
Ernest Assman, timpani, clarinet, solfeggio, administrator in 1794 
Ignace Blasius, bassoon 
Brielle, replaced by Cherubini on June 19, 1794 
Simon Catel, composer, solfeggio, harmony, entered January 1, 1792 
Andre Chelard, solfeggio, clarinet, from April 1, 1790 to November 

21, 1795; re- entered February 20, 1800 
Frederic Duvernoy, horn, entered April 1, 1790 
Georges Fuchs, clarinet, solfeggio 
André Gallet 
Joseph Garnier, until March, 1797 
Matthias Gerber, clarinet 
Francois Guthmann, trumpet, solfeggio 
Charles Hervaux, horn 
Antoine Hugot, flute, died September 8, 1803 
Joseph Kenn, horn 
Louis Lefévre, clarinet, re- entered in 1824 
Gabriél Leroux, solfeggio 

62 
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Jean Mathieu, serpent 
Etienne Ozi, bassoon 
Jacques Pagniez, solfeggio, manager in 1794 
Jacques Schneitzhoeffer, flute, oboe, entered January 1, 1792 
Guillaume Schwent, horn, solfeggio 
Philippe Schwent 
Henry Simrock, horn, solfeggio 
Etienne Solère, clarinet 
Georges, Stiglitz, died September- October 1796 
Louis Tulon, bassoon, died on March 5, 1799 
Othon Vandenbroeck, horn, solfeggio 
Nicolas Vauchelet, trumpet 
Gaspard Veillard, serpent, bassoon, entered October 1, 1793, 

dismissed in 1794, re- entered as teacher of solfeggio in 1795 
Teachers, Second Class: 700 livres 

Ferdinand Adrien, solfeggio 
Pierre Delcambre 
Michel Gebauer, oboe in 1792 
Etienne Horace, entered in 1792, died in 1799 
Claude Jerome 
Marie Laloire 
Antoine Layer, clarinet 
Arnauld Le Gendre, clarinet, solfeggio 
Jean Paillard, horn 
Louis Voisin, clarinet until July, 1796 

Teachers, Third Class: 600 livres 
Pierre Angée 
Gabriel Hardouin, trumpet 
Felix Miolan, oboe 
Francois Paocher 
Nicolas Rochetin 
Marie Sarazin, bassoon 
Frédéric Schreuder 
Jean -Marie Hostie, died May 13, 1704 

*Possibly an error, and should read 1100 livres 

1David Whitwell, Band Music of the French Revolution (Tutzing: 
Schneider, 1979), pp. 41 -43. 
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ADDITIONAL FACULTY TO TH= FREE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

Provided by the Committe of Public :nstruction - November 21, 1794.2 

Composers: 125 livres (per month) 
J. Francois Lesueur 
Etienne Méhul 

Teachers of the First Class: 71 livreE 
Frederic Blasius, violin 
Pierre Blasius, violin 
Jacques Cornu, serpent, bassoon 
Henry Domnich, horn 
Francois Gebauer, bassoon 
Alexandre Hardy, bassoon 
Rudolphe Kreutzer, violin 
Henry Lavasseur, cello 
Pierre Marciliac, solfeggio, tro±bone 
Joseph Rogat, solfeggio, bassoon 
Francois Sallantin, oboe 

2David Whitwell, Band Music c: the French Revolution (Tutz ing : 
Schneider, 1979), p. 64. 
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RULES OF THE FREE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

OF THE PARISIAN NATIONAL GUARDS 

I. When the pupils arrive. . . they will be tested by the Major to 
determine the kind of instrument in which they will major. . 

II. The pupils will receive two courses of solfeggio weekly, each 
lasting one hour; they will receive one hour each week in the 
course of study in their instuument and when ready will be 
admitted to the general rehearsals. 

III. The schedule shall contain study hours. 
IV. Students will take their lessons only at the time indicated, 

except if they are (changed) for an extraordinary service. 
V. The pupils will perform with their teachers in the National and 

public fetes. 
VI. The pupil will be responsible for the complete uniform, 

instrument, and music paper. 
VII. A copy class will be established in which the pupils, after 

their lessons, shall be held for an hour to copy the music 
necessary for their studies. 

VIII. Students who escape from the established discipline will be 
suspended from school for eight days, two weeks, or a month, 
depending on the gravity of the offense. In the case of 
repeated fault they may be dismissed according to the decision 
made by a committee composed of the Commandant, five teachers, 
and four students. 

IX. There will be an annual public concert in the presence of the 
Municipal Corps. 

X. Finally, it is essential that every pupil admitted possess the 
physical qualities necessary for their profession, specially for 
wind instruments. 

3David Whitwell, Band Music of the French Revolution (Tutzing: 
Schneider, 1979), pp. 40 -41. 
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NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL BAND ASSOCIATION 

School Music Competition- Festivals Manual (1943)4 

Suggested Instrumentation for Symphonic Bands 

Class A Bands 

5 flutes (one or two interchangeable with piccolo) 
2 Eb clarinets (2 Eb clarinets may be replaced by 2 additional C or Eb 

flutes, or 1 Eb clarinet and 1 or more C or Eb flutes) 
24 or more Bb clarinets 
2 alto clarinets 
2 bass clarinets 
2 or more oboes (one doubling English horn when called for in score) 
2 or more bassoons 
5 saxophones (soprano, alto [or two altos] , tenor, baritone, and bass. 
Large bands may double this number.) 

4 or more Bb cornets 
2 or more Bb trumpets 
2 fluegelhorns 
4 to 8 French horns 
4 to 6 trombones 
2 to 4 baritones 
2 Eb tubas 
4 BBb tubas 
2 string basses 
1 harp (if available and called for in score) 
1 timpani 
3 other percussion 

Total 75 or more players 

Class B Bands 

with piccolo) 
be replaced by an Eb flute or an additional C flute) 

5 

1 

24 

flutes (1 or 2 interchangeable 
Eb clarinet (may 
Bb clarinets 

2 alto clarinets 
2 bass clarinets 
2 oboes 
2 bassoons 
6 saxophones (must include two altos, one tenor, and one baritone) 
4 cornets May substitute two trumpets for two 
4 trumpets additional cornets, but not more than 
2 fluegelhorns ten to be used in this group. 
6 French horns 
4 baritones 
6 trombones 
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2 Eb tubas 
4 BBb tubas 
1 timpani 
3 other percussion 
harp (if available and called for in the score may be substituted for 
any of the above) 

Total 80 or more players 

Class C Bands 

4 flutes (interchangeable with piccolo as needed) 
1 Eb clarinet (may be replaced by an Eb flute or an additional C flute) 

18 to 20 Bb clarinets 
2 alto clarinets 
2 bass clarinets 
2 oboes 
2 bassoons 
4 to 6 saxophones 
6 cornets 
2 trumpets 
2 fluegelhorns (two additional trumpets may be used as substitutes) 
6 French horns 
3 baritones not more that 13 in this group 
4 trombones 
2 Eb tubas 
4 BBb tubas (one string bass may be used as a substitute) 
1 timpani 
3 other percussion 

Total 68 or more players 

4Richard F. Goldman, The Concert Band (New York: Rinehart and 
Co., 1946), pp. 91 -94. 
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INSTRUMENTS USABLE WITH THE BAND 

Flutes 
Piccolo in C or Db 
Flutes in C, Db or Eb 
Fifes in Bb 

Double Reeds 
Oboe 
English horn 
Heckelphone 
Bass Oboe 
Bassoon 
Contra Bassoon 
Sarrusophones: 

sopranino in Eb to 
contrabass in Eb 

(Richard F. Goldman, 1946)5 

Brass 
Trumpet in Eb (high) 
Trumpet in Bb 
Trumpet in Eb (low) 
Trombone in Bb (tenor) 
Trombone in Bb, G, F or Eb (bass) 
Cornet in Eb (high) 
Cornet in Bb 
French horn in F or Bb 

Single Reeds 
Clarinets 

sopranino in Ab 
soprano in Eb 
regular in Bb 
alto in Eb 
bass in Bb 
contrabass in Eb or BBb 

Saxophones: 
soprano in Bb 
alto in Eb 
tenor in Bb 
baritone in Eb 
bass in Bb 

Saxhorns: 
fluegelhorn in Eb (high) 
fluegelhorn in Bb 
alto horn in Eb 
mellophone 
tenor horn in Bb 
baritone in Bb 
euphonium in Bb 
tuba in Bb, C, F. Eb or BBb 

Percussion 
timpani, snare drum, bass drum, cymbals, chimes, xylophone, triangle, 
tambourine, wood block, celesta, gongs, castanets, etc. 

5 Richard F. Goldman, The Concert Band, (New York: Rinehart and 
Co., 1946), pp. 100 -101. 
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INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC (CIMI) 

Report by Wm. D. Revelli to Committee (1958)6 

Fullest instrumentation 

2 C piccolo (interchangeable with flute) 
8 flute - 4 1st, 4 2nd (interchangeable with alto flute) 
2 oboe - 1 1st, 1 2nd 
1 English horn (interchangeable with oboe) 
4 bassoon - 2 1st, 2 2nd (one interchangeable with contrabassoon) 
1 contrabassoon (interchangeable with bassoon) 
2 Eb soprano clarinet 

22 Bb soprano clarinet - 6 1st, 8 2nd, 8 3rd 
4 Eb alto clarinet 
4 Bb bass clarinet 
1 Eb contrabass clarinet 
1 BBb contrabass clarinet 
1 Bb soprano saxophone 
2 Eb alto saxophone - 1 1st, 1 2nd 
2 Bb tenor saxophone - 1 1st, 1 2nd 
1 Eb baritone saxophone 
1 Bb bass saxophone 
2 Eb soprano cornet 
6 Bb soprano cornet - 2 1st, 2 2nd, 2 3rd 
2 Bb trumpet - 1 1st, 1 2nd 
2 Bb fluegelhorn (interchangeable with cornet) 
8 horns in F - 2 1st, 2 2nd, 2 3rd, 2 4th 
4 trombones in Bb - 2 1st, 2 2nd 
1 bass trombone 
2 baritone (saxhorn) 
2 euphonium 
2 Eb tuba 
2 BBb tuba 
2 string bass 
1 timpani 
2 concert drums 
1 bass drum 
1 cymbals (accessories: triangle, castanet, tambourine, etc.) 
1 mallet (interchangeable with accessories) 

100 Total 
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International Committee for Instrumental Music (CIMI) 
Report by Wm. D. Revelli to Committee (1958) 

Reduced instrumentation 

4 flute (one interchangeable with piccolo) 
2 oboe 
2 bassoon 
1 Eb soprano clarinet 

12 Bb soprano clarinet - 4 1st, 4 2nd, 4 3rd 
2 Eb alto clarinet 
2 Bb bass clarinet 
1 Eb contrabass clarinet 
1 BBb conatrabass clarinet 
1 Bb soprano saxophone 
2 Eb alto saxophone 
1 Bb tenor saxophone 
1 Eb baritone saxophone 
1 Bb bass saxophone 
1 Eb soprano cornet 
4 Bb soprano cornet - 2 1st, 1 2nd, 1 3rd 
1 Bb trumpet - 1 1st, 1 2nd 
1 Bb fluegelhorn 
4 horn 
3 Bb tenor tromone 
1 bass trombone 
1 baritone 
1 euphonium 
1 Eb tuba 
2 BBb tuba 
1 string bass 
1 timpani 
2 concert drums 
1 bass drum 
1 traps 

60 Total 

6William D. Revelli, "Report On International Instrumentation." 
In The College and University Band, pp. 85 -98. Compiled by David 
Whitwell and Acton Ostling, Jr. (Reston, Virginia: Music Educator's 
National Conference, 1973), pp. 93 -94, 98. 



CONFERENCE ON THE BAND'S REPERTOIRE, INSTRUMENTATION, 
AND NOMENCLATURE 

College Band Director's National Association (1960)7 

1 piccolo (C) 

6 flute 
2 oboe 
1 English horn 
2 bassoon 
1 Eb clarinet 

18 Bb clarinet 
6 Eb alto clarinet 
3 Bb bass clarinet 
2 Eb contrabass clarinet 
1 Bb soprano saxophone 
1 Eb alto saxophone 
1 Bb tenor saxophone 
1 Eb baritone saxophone 
1 Bb bass saxophone 
1 Eb cornet 
3 Bb cornet 
3 Bb trumpet 
4 horn 
3 trombone 
1 bass trombone 
3 euphonium 
3 BBb tuba 
5 percussion 

73 Total 

One part for piccolo 
Two or three parts 
First and second parts 
Possibly an oboe player doubling 
First and second parts 

First and second parts 

Straight soprano 

Two parts, three voices 
Two parts, three voices 
Four parts 
Two parts, three voices 

One or more voices 
One part 
Two parts 

71 

7Charles Minelli, "Conference on the Band's Repertoire, 
Instrumentation, and Nomenclature." In The College and University Band, 
pp. 99 -103. Compiled by David Whitwell and Acton Ostling, Jr. (Reston, 
Virginia: Music Educator's National Conference, 1973), p. 103. 



TRUMPET EXAMPLES 

B 
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A - Haas Nurnberg. Trumpet in D. Late 17th century. 
B - I.G.U. Trumpet in E -flat. Date 1794.8 

TRUMPET IN F 

t , 
W R I T T E N P I T C H 

1- S 6 i 8 g to II ö 
. =7 © 

TRUMPET IN Bb 
RR 

i Z 3 4 S Q ß $ 
c-i 

O 
S S O U N D I N G G P I T C H 

-0- ;;Lc)... -49- 

8Carse, Musical Wind Instruments, (London: Macmillan, 1939; 
reprint of 1965 edition, New York: Da Capo, 1975), p. 359. 
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SERPENT EXAMPLES 

Serpent. No keys. 18th century.9 

O 

Practical serpent range (c.1816).10 

9Carse, Musical Wind Instruments, (London: Macmillan, 1939; 
reprint of 1965 edition, New York: Da Capo, 1975), p. 366. 

10Ibid. 
, p. 338. 



APPENDIX B 

PIANO REDUCTION SCORES 

Ouverture (pour instruments á vent) (1793) by Etienne -Nicholas Méhul 
Piano reduction score by Constant Pierre 

Differences between Piano reduction score and Goldman -Smith 
edition: 

Goldman edition rehearsal numbers 

E=1 Measures missing in Goldman edition 

t Elided phrases found in Goldman edition 

Ouverture (pour instruments á vent) (1795) by Hyacinthe Jadin 
Piano reduction score by Constant Pierre 
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APPENDIX C 

FULL SCORE 

EXPLANATION OF EDITORIAL MARKS 

Original slur or tie mark, if altered 

Edited or additional slur or tie mark 

Edited or additional dymanic mark 

Relocation of a dynamic mark 
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ERRATA 

Clarinet II 

measure 70, count 3 - change c" to eb" to sustain rhythm pattern 

Bassoon I 

measure 59, count 2 - remove eighth note D, change quarter note d to 
dotted- quarter to match Bassoon II rhythm 

measure 124, count 3 - change e to eb 

Bassoon II 
measure 124, count 3 - change e to eb 

Horn I 

measure 114, counts 1 & 2 - 

change rhythm from dotted -quarter and an eighth, to two quarter 
notes to match brass 

Horn II 
measure 70, count 3 - change g' to c' to match Horn I 

measure 83, count 4 - change g' to e' to match measure 26 
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